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Mark Scheme

Q1.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
to supply / contain (a large amount of)
nutrients / energy (for the zygote /
embryo)

 food /named nutrient

Ignore references to foetus
Reject baby

(1)

Q2.          

Q3.          
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Q4.          
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Q5.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) C  peristalsis (1)
(b) neutralisation (of stomach

acid) / raise pH (1)

emulsification / break
down of fats (1)

Accept makes stomach / intestine
contents more alkaline

Accept breaks down large
droplets /globules / increases
surface area of fats Reject
molecules broken down

(2)

Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(c) A description including some of the following points in a logical

sequence

Names of enzymes:

carbohydrases
named carbohydrase eg amylase
proteases
named protease eg pepsin
lipases
named lipase

General points about enzyme action:

breakdown of large / insoluble / named molecules into small
/ soluble / named molecules
for absorption
catalysts
speeds up reactions
active sites that bind to substrate
idea of specificity

Specific points:

carbohydrates/ starch are broken down
into sugars / glucose

proteins /named protein are broken down
into amino acids

fats / oils / lipids / named lipid are broken down
into fatty acids /glycerol

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description of enzyme action that includes at least three

points
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the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description of enzyme action that includes at least six points

the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description of at least nine points
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(d) An explanation linking three of

the following points

(E) more /fast / maximises
diffusion / absorption (1)

(S) microvilli (1)

(E) large surface area (1)

(S) single layer of cells /
one cell thick / thin walls
(1)

(E) small diffusion
distance (1)

(S) capillary network /
good blood supply /
capillaries inside villus (1)

(E) maintains diffusion
gradient (1)

To award all three marks at least
one structure (S) and explanation
(E) must be linked together.

Award once, linked to any
structure Ignore efficient (in
stem) / easier

Reject ref to cell wall

(3)

Q6.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
C  peristalsis (1)
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Question Answer Acceptable answers Mark 
Number 

(a) A explanation linking three of the 
following: 

• (enzyme and substrate this may be awarded If clearly 
have) complementary shown in an unlabelled diagram 
shapes

• substrate fits into enzyme
/ enzyme substrate
complex formed

reject if active site is part of 
• reference to active site substrate 

• enzymes break (chemical)
bonds/ form chemical
bonds / (causes) react

i

on
to occur/ make products

• Idea of products leaving
enzyme (so that enzyme
can be used again) (3)

Q8.          

Q7.          
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Q9.          
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Q10.          
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